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THIS BOOK WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU SEE SCIENCEThe Science of Self is a dynamic tour

of reality, covering the formation of our universe, the development of life, and the laws that govern

these processes and personify themselves as Man. The book introduces readers to hundreds of

scientific fields, peering into what quantum mechanics, genetics, anthropology, mathematics, and

archaeology have to say about the past, present, and future of Black and brown people. As the first

of a five-volume series, this text ventures beyond superficial ideas about history, science, and

metaphysics, plunging into questions about the mathematical language that connects, man, God,

and the laws of nature.THIS BOOK WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU SEE HISTORYBased on over

28 years of combined research, with over 360 references, and a dozen reviewers, this book is

history in the making. No other nonfiction text has attempted to cover nearly 14 billion years of Black

history. How could all that possibly be Black history? You'll have to read the book to

understand.THIS BOOK WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU SEE REALITYWhat is the origin of

Blackness? Why is melanin found in space? How did life evolve from one ancestor into the diversity

we see today? What does quantum physics tell us about consiousness and reality? How did the

Black man shape the Earth long before he built the pyramids? What is the mathematical blueprint

that is hard-wired into our consciousness? Is there a difference between the mind and the brain?

What does it mean to be the Original Man and Woman? All of these questions, and hundreds more,

are answered within these pages.
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I love these kind of books. It took years to put all of this information together. And, they're not done.

This is a good read for the intellect. There's not a dull page in the book. It talked about the evolution

of sex, why we don't all look alike, the meaning of life, what is life, the conscious universe, the

science of death, the mind vs. the brain, mathematics of the universe, living mathematics, universal

laws, many many things you've always wondered about. It's not a fast read, a lot of the material will

make you stop and think, that's how we grow. I loved this book. Thank You Supreme Understanding

and C'BS ALIFE ALLAH for your efforts.

First of all, congratulations this is excellent work. May this book reach our history classes. Do not

think this book is all "black" this is empowering, detailed and covers history for all of us to

understand and connect with. The book is so detailed, so well written and so much information

packed in one that is worth more than it is priced. I ask the publisher of this book, to please make

this book a bigger size so that the reader has space to take notes, highlight etc and that it is printed

a better quality. This is a book to have in your library. BRAVO on this work!!!

Excellent study! Extremely informative... Great read for all groups.

Hands down one the greatest books I read! Dr. Supreme Unserstanding breaks down all levels of

science, mathemstics, religion, philosohies, spirituality, histoy, facts, truth, & emphasis on black

empowerment to who we really are. This is a must to have & keep

Good book

This is a book that really makes you think outside of the religious norms you have about life,

creation, and the universe, The authors here do a good job of providing references for their

information and you can easily verify most claims in the book, i wish the authors would have went

more into the Origins of religion in this book but I guess thats for another edition. Overall a great

book to make you think, but its not dogmatic.

Love the book and I would suggest the read to everyone. The item came in record breaking time, so

thanks very much!

This is the second copy I've purchased. I saw a spark in someone and just had to add fuel. He



enjoyed his gift and is now hungry for more. PEACE!
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